
Innovative,  
reliable, efficient
Aerospace Coatings



Our company
We are a global leader in the field of paints and coatings. 
From yachts and automobiles to skyscrapers and 
consumer electronics, we create everyday essentials 
to make people’s lives more liveable and inspiring. 
Our colors and coatings are everywhere, providing 
decoration, durability and sustainability.

Aerospace  
Coatings
When it comes to air travel,  
our market-leading products 
and technologies offer world-
class functionality, performance, 
efficiency and value. As a 
dedicated industry partner,  
we provide global support and 
offer a wide range of solutions 
for manufacturers, airlines,  
and MROs.

Our Markets
Commercial Exteriors
The exterior of a commercial aircraft is an 
opportunity to showcase innovative livery 
designs and inspire feelings of confidence 
and safety in passengers. We work closely 
with the lead global OEM companies to 
develop state-of-the-art coatings trusted by 
airlines, MROs and manufacturers worldwide. 

Structural Coatings
Nothing is more important than providing 
protection against the many forces that act  
on aircraft during flight. Our structural 
coatings offer reliable protection against 
forces such as corrosion, structural flexing, 
and extremes of temperature, contributing  
to a sturdy airframe and a safe flight.

Cabin Interiors
Aircraft interiors are critical differentiators 
for passengers travelling with our airline 
customers. Our product offering includes 
fillers, topcoats, and protective coatings  
used in the beautification and preservation  
of interior surfaces. 

General Aviation
The livery of a private aircraft is a reflection 
of its owner. That’s why we work hard to 
develop durable and hassle-free coatings  
so that you can develop your own signature 
style with every color at your fingertips.

Air Defense
Defense aircraft require the best defenses. 
Our air defense coatings provide protection 
of the highest calibre (along with unique 
functions such as camouflage and anti-
infrared) to fighter planes and military  
carries around the world.

Color Expertise
We take pride in providing essential 
color and go to great lengths to ensure 
reliability and consistency of color 
throughout the global supply chain, 
helping airlines and private aircraft 
owners achieve style and recognition. 
Our mastery of color allows us to provide 
our customers with advanced digital 
tools and a limitless palette, so they can 
set trends and maximize impact. 

Innovations
We are at the cutting edge when it 
comes to aerospace coatings and 
their application, always pushing the 
boundaries to achieve new standards  
of performance and sustainability.  
From waterborne, peelable and  
special effects coatings to base coat/
clear coat systems and chromate-free 
technologies, we are long-established 
leaders in developing sustainable,  
high performance, convenient and  
cost-effective coatings.

Global 
Capabilities
AkzoNobel is a global company to 
match a global industry. Whenever a 
plane is manufactured, our extensive 
distribution network is there to provide 
every kind of coating it needs, and 
wherever a plane touches down, our 
help is at hand. We are always ready 
to draw upon our worldwide network 
of customer support, training centers, 
technical expertise and sales support  
to ensure that your needs are met and 
your expectations exceeded.



Sustainability  
without compromise
At AkzoNobel, we take pride in taking a leading role in global sustainability. For us, sustainability 
means creating shared value for all our stakeholders. It underpins our core principles and is our  
driver for growth, innovation and productivity. 

We believe that by doing radically more with less, and working closely with suppliers and 
customers, we can achieve excellence in environmental responsibility. Our aim is to provide  
the best combination of performance and sustainability in our products. 

As a leader in chromate-free technology and VOC reduction, we are continuously improving  
our aerospace coatings to help our customers reduce aircraft weight, improve fuel efficiency, 
and reduce emissions without compromising on quality.
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AkzoNobel has a passion for paint. We’re experts 
in the proud craft of making paints and coatings, 
setting the standard in color and protection since 
1792. Our world class portfolio of brands – 
including Dulux, International, Sikkens and 
Interpon – is trusted by customers around the 
globe. Headquartered in the Netherlands, we are 
active in over 150 countries and employ around 
35,000 talented people who are passionate 
about delivering the high performance products 
and services our customers expect. 

For more information please visit  
www.akzonobel.com.

AkzoNobel Aerospace Coatings is  
an ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and AS9100  
certified company.
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